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ABSTRACT

tations is projected within a collection
of objects
andoperatingprinciplesthatdefine
an interface.
This paper examines notions of interaction in order to
Often,theinterface
is structuredaroundastatic
of computers in the
synthesize an approach to the use
set of interactions which project a similarly static
arts which respects the fact that, oftentimes, creative work
set of representations:themachinebecomesa
is facilitated by task environments in which “surprises”
device
which the human ‘uses’ in order to accomcan happen. Typically, interface design concerns the rendering of an interaction such that
it requires minimal cog- plish well-structured tasks. In this
case, the internitive engagement with the task in question,
relying heavi- face effectively concealsthepotentialunderlying
ly on historically and culturally determined patterns
of
complexity of a system by situatinginteraction
behaviorandcognition.Ill-structuredproblems(like
accordingtofamiliarandtherefore
cognitively
music composition), however, benefit when the interface
presents concepts and interactions in ways that are novel. redundant patterns of action and observation.
Computers can be understood as tools for the projection
Withinthecontext of facilitatingtaskdomains
of such an interface when they are conceived as generators(e.g., driving a car, using a
word processor, etc.),
of semiotic rather than symbolic ordering frameworks.
such a notion of interaction makes sense: we want
to be able to leverage ourhistory of experiences
(both cultural and personal) in order to reduce the
INTRODUCTION
cognitive strain that might otherwise beinvolved.
In problem-posingtaskdomains,
however, like
Computer music is concerned with the design and musiccomposition,suchanotion
of interaction
composition of acoustical and musical representa- can have an inhibitory effect. One way to encourtions made with a computer. In this context, repre- age creative problem-solving is to allow the human
sentationsarticulatedomains
of interactioninto
actorto somehow constructthe very representawhich onemightenter
while designingmusical
tionsandinteractionsinthecontext
ofwhich a
processes and structures.An aggregate of represen- problem mightbeframed(Truax,
1976, 1986;
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Tipei, 1990). By this means, a human can begin to REPRESENTATION, INTERACTION, AND
free her/himself from historical and cultural pat- SIGNIFICATION
terns of thought which often block fresh insight
(Smith, 1995; Luchens et al., 1950).
Representation
In this paper, I attempt to decouple the notionof An interaction is an exchange of energy between
interaction from its mechanistic
orientation
in two differentiated existents, be they imaginedor
ordertounderstandthecomputerasatool
for physically realized. An “interface” defines the
composing musical interaction and representations. mechanisms - physical, conceptual, and cultural
Thepaper has two parts.Inthefirst
part, the - by which a set of interactions appropriate to a
notion of representation and interaction are interro- particular cognitive domain is engendered. An
gated.Representationsorienta
cognitive system interfacecanbeas
simple asadoorknoboras
toward the appropriation of a particular model of complex as an airplane cockpit, or it can delineate
experience. Typically,
however,
representations a conceptual framework such as a text or a score.
encapsulate historically and culturally bound episA representation constitutes the agency through
temologies by which human performance is con- which an interface is embodied by orienting a parstrained.Computerscanbeunderstoodastools
ticular way of conceiving and understanding a sigfor problematising thatencapsulation;that
is for nal. A signal is a perturbation within some phedislodgingthehistorical
references accordingto
nomenaldomain:itcanbepattern
a
of air
which representationsareembodiedandappropressure changes, an analog voltage, acollection
priated. The computer becomes a
semiotic, rather of data, and so on. Representations determine the
thana symbolic processor, whenit assists in the descriptions by which asignalmightbeacted
postulation of possible, though as-yet non-existent uponorotherwiseused,thusorienting
possible
real-world scenarios,asopposedto
referencing modes of interaction with respect to that signal. To
already existing ones.
say, for instance,thatasignalhasthisorthat
In the second part, I posit a descriptive frameamplitude and frequency characteristics is to give a
work which attempts to foreground this epistemodescription which distinguishes a particular way of
logical aspect of interaction. Following up on the representingandinteracting
withit. Anoscillodiscussion given in the first part of the paper, two scope projects a set of representations according to
different approachesareoutlined:oneapproach
which electrical signals might be so described.
exercises symbolic and denotative notions of interWhenaparticularrepresentational
framework
action, while the other approach exercises semiotic becomes the prevailing means
for producing and
and connotative notions of interaction. The former observing a signal, cultural practice often collapses
projects a task environment through the production the identity of the signal with that representational
of metaphors by which already existent cultural framework. With this collapse, signals come to us
artifacts might be synthesized; the latter projects a
already prepackaged according to a particular way
task environment through the hypothesis of design of describing them. However, through acculturation
criteria by which as-yet non existent cultural arti- andeducation, we failtonoticethisandinstead
facts might be posited. This distinctionis examined treat such a signal as though it were in fact “raw
within the context of computer music practice and data” (Feyerabend, 1981: 52-54). This is the case
composition theory. Two computer music systems even (or perhaps particularly) when thetraces of
are briefly considered, each of which, in itsown
those representational frameworks are mostacutely
way, conceives the computer as a tool for the prob- present within the signal. Through habit and accullematisation of interaction - a tool, that is, with turation, we become unable to observe the descriptive andrepresentationalapparatus
by which a
semiotic comportment.
signalobtains
its coherence:signalandrepresentation are subsumed as one.
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Interaction as ‘circumspective being’
The possibility of the equation of data and representation motivates standard
approaches
to
human/computer interaction. Following principles
of human factorsengineering,human/computer
interaction understands the computer interface
as
structured around the designs, goals, and plans of
aprojected
human actor(Norman,
1986). The
input and output mechanisms of the computer are
structured in order to map the task domain referenced by those plans and goals. The human is thus
able to focus on the tasks at hand, without having
to stop and figure out
what the computer output
‘means’or how it works.
One way to facilitate such a mode of interaction,
is through the use of ‘interface metaphors’ (Laurel,
1993; Erikson, 1990). Interface metaphors work by
relating tasks associated with the computer to task
domainsoutside of that whichwould otherwise
encompass use of the computer. For instance, the
modern word-processor references tasks associated
with using atypewriter. As aresult, anyone who
knows how to type will alreadyknowmuch
of
what there is to know in using a word-processor.
Interface
metaphors
constrain
human interactions according to an embodied set of cognitive
andepistemologicalprinciples
whose basis lies
within a history of experiences (both personal and
cultural). They simplifL human/computerinteraction by orienting the human toward the appropriation of familiarconceptualframeworks.An
interface metaphor is, in this sense, treated as a signzfier (a naming or ‘indexical’ agent) that denotes,
in some form or another, real-world principles of
which a human actor has easily accessible historical experiences.
Throughrepeatedapplication,interfacemetaphorsorient how we thinkaboutthecomputer
and its use. Throughtrainingand
exposure, we
learn to think of it largely as a denotative apparatus.
Consequently, we aredirected toward theappropriation of an expected performance; a situation in
which subjectivity is neutralized under the imperativeof
asignifiedtask.Thehumanbecomesa
“user” and the computer becomes a *‘device(’Subjectivity therefore comes to be fixed according to a
static set of well-known and well-rehearsed tasks
and procedures.

This is consistent with the
goal-oriented
approach to interface design taken by Donald Norman and others (Norman,
1988). An interface be it a door or a software system - should leverage
personal and cultural history
in order to simplifl
interaction.
When
well-designed,
the
interface
should tell us, by reminding us of our history of
experience, howitworks.
We shouldn’t have to
think about how to use a door knob, for instance:
it should tell us by reminding us, through its shape,
material, and form, how it is to be used.
At precisely the
moment
when an
interface
becomes sensible and usehl, however, the shapes,
materials, and structures which constitute its physical and epistemologicalframe,ceaseto
exist in
themselves - they effectively disappear from within
our attentive frame, absorbed in the hnctioning of
theprojectedinterface.Thingsbecome
pieces of
‘equipment’ with which we get somethingdone
(Heidegger, 1962; Dreyhs, 1993).
Heidegger referred to suchmode
a
of being ascircumspective: that way of being which is elicited by
familiartasksandtaskenvironments(Heidegger,
1962). The skilled carpenter, for instance, doesn’t
have to think about what slhe is doing when slhe is
hammeringanail:bothhammerandhammerer
disappear in the immediacy of the task of hammering. Similarly,when writingadocumentusinga
word processor, if one is skilled in the use of that
word processing software, the functional aspects of
the software disappear in the interaction. One no
longerthinksaboutindividualfinger
movements,
or questions the appearanceof text on the screen.
In such experience, both subject and object are
absorbed into the apparent immediacy of the task
and theactionsrequired for its execution.Meanwhile, the human is directed toward the appropriation of an expected performance; an arrangement
by which her/his subjectivity is neutralized under
theimperative of thesignifiedtask.
Only when
something“breaksdown”cantheobjects
which
constitute the circumspective unfoldingof the interaction begin to appearas things.
Engineering a breakdown in circumspective
interaction
Sometimes we would like to explicitly interrupt
suchacircumspectivepassagethrough
an inter-
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action - to retard the rate at which human subjectivityis consumed by the signifying imperative of
the interface. One way to do this is to direct the
interface toward the disruption of an expected performance. No longer a vehicle for replicating historical methodologies, the interface instead orients
a hypothesized domain of interaction, thus engaging the generation of an unexpected performance.
Understood as such, interaction projects a notion
of the ‘subject’ that is mutable and emergent, rather
than fixed and transcendent. As emergent, a subject arises in the moment at which something unfamiliar, or foreign, appears, and, in its labor over
thecomprehension and synthesis of thatsomething, projects itself toward it (Adorno, 1973:
2 1-22). In a sense, the moment of the appearance
of an object represents the very commencement of
the subject - its beginning, that is, as an activated
and activating agent, as opposed to astatic, a priori,
existent. At this moment, the subject recognizes its
labor over the comprehension of the object as a
self-constituting process by which it quite literally
becomes other to itself.
To create such an environment is to constitute the
appearance of things as foreign objects - to cause
the appearance of the object of interaction as Other.
By situating the object as Other - assomething
which confronts the subject with its very Otherness
- the subject itself comes into crisis. This moment
of crises manifests an ontological “breakdown” in
the occurring of an interaction. A breakdown constitutes theinterruption of an otherwise circumspective way of being. The hammer breaks or the
software crashes andthe
“user” - previously
absorbed in the immediacy of the task at hand suddenly appears as a subjectivity correlated to the
breakdown. Such a moment occasions the sudden
appearance not only of the subject, but of a newly
contextualized object (Dreyfus, 1991: 70-72).
Computation and signification
As a tool for theconstruction of interfaces, the
computer enables the design of mutable constructs
by which such a breakdown might be engineered.
However, the tendency within the commercial software industry has been to mitigate this capability
and to understand the computer dualistically; constrainedaccording to limitationssetforth by the
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thing which it represents. The search for the proper
representation is motivated by performative criteria: what will best assist ahumanincomprehending and synthesizing the relevance of herlhis
actions vis the effects generated. The underlying
metaphysical assumption is thatthere
exists a
“real” world which the computer system references
in thedomain
of interactionsthat
it projects
(Anderson, 1997). As a consequence of such design
criteria,
computers
become
‘virtual’ machines
which project representations based onhistorical
imperatives. In this regard, they effectsymbolic
modes of representation.
A symbol is a special kind of sign: one that is
“based on conventional relations between signifier
andsignified (Anderson, 1997: 5). For example,
smoke can be understoodas a “symbol” for fire and
the eagle a “symbol” of heroism. As Julia Kristeva
notes, “in the case of the symbol the signified object
is represented by the signiQing unitthrougha
restrictive function-relation” (Kristeva, 1986: 64).
This function-relation defines an epistemological
framework that is both immutable and non-porous:
it is, effectively, a black box. It orients an ontology
in which interaction is circumscribed by a history
of use, and thus prone to that circumspective mode
of being in which - as was the casewith the carpenter and hammer - both subject and object disappear into the apparent
immediacy of the interaction.
Given such an understanding of the computer,
the methods and data which define a task environment are conceived as statements which reference
a domain. However, within the context of problemposing and problem-solving task domains, such as
music composition,there often is no pre-existing
thing to reference. In such a casc, strongly referential interfaces can block creative activity. One
desires an environment in which that which is asyet unimagined might be formulated andrealizable
through the projection of an unfamiliar pattern of
interactions. For this, one requires a signifying system that isconnotntive ratherthan denotative one that is semiotic rather than symbolic.
Through semiotic interaction, historically determined - and therefore circumspective - modes of
interactionare
thrown into crisis. Subject and
object are foregrounded, while process itself
becomes primary. Interaction thus becomes a con-
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text for hypothesizing adomain of actionsand
descriptions, rather than a meansfor the simulation
of already existing ones. As a consequence of this
shift in emphasis, representations move from being
immutable referencing agents - through which particular kinds of objects and artifacts are referenced
andunderstood - tobecoming orienting agents
wherein the actions by which such objects and artifacts are produced are themselves hypothesized and
thrown into question. While the symbolic is concerned with representations of objects througha
fixed “hnction-relation”, the semiotic is concerned
with the “playhl” aspect of signification: the state
of the signifier prior to its becoming fixed to some
particular
meaning
or social order. “Without
becoming a system,” writes Kristeva,“the site of
semiotics, where models and theoriesare developed, is a place of dispute and self-questioning, a
‘circle’that remains open” (Kristeva, 1986: 78).
As semiotic, thecomputer becomes aninstrument for epistemological ‘‘play” It becomes a tool
for constructing the representations with which as
yet un-imagined worlds mightbe realized - an
environment in which the outcome of an interaction
cannot be determined beforehand. One becomes
empowered to
construct
the
conditions
under
which a signifier (the name of athing) signifies
and denotes things in a world. As an agent in this
empowerment,thecomputer
is no longer bound
to its otherwise denotative imperative; rather it
enables the construction of representations and of
domains of interaction within which thoserepresentations are engendered.
Understood as semiotic, the computer becomes a
framework for the explicit problematisation of interaction; a means for the interruption of circumspective being. The computer comes to be conceived as
a context for reclaiming the ‘thingly’ nature of
equipment, for reconstituting the object as Other.

which material is shaped and structured in order
to generate a particular outcome, given an action.
The door knob, for instance, has amechanism
which maps a specific action or set of actions to
an outcome: passage through the door.
An interaction involves two overlapping dimensions of human performance:
- Action
- Description
An action is that which, when coupled with a
mechanism, can effect a change within an environment. An action can be of a symbolic nature (e.g.,
program code, data) or it can be kinesthetic (e.g.,
physical gestures). In all cases an action is made in
order to alter the state of a mechanism, and thus
its outcome.
The effect of an outcome is discerned when a
description isgiven. Through description, a mapping between action and outcome is hypothesized.
Adescriptionneed not necessarily be something
which we say aloud - rather it becomes, most
often, an internalized framework thatdetermines
our actions and observations regarding our use of
some mechanism.
The relation between action and outcome can be
understoodasa
feedback circuit such asthat
depicted in Figure 1. As depicted, an action is
made in relation to a mechanism. A change in state
within the mechanism generates an ‘outcome.’ An
outcome is correlated to a potential action through
the generation of a description. As recent theories
of embodiment have shown, however, there is not
ahard
and fast separation between description
and action.Rather,
they constitute overlapping
aspects of a single cognitive frame (Varela et al.,
1996). Description comes to be ‘embodied’ within
the action, and vice versa.

I

I Description

I>-,

TOWARD THE COMPOSITION OF
INTERACTION
Modeling a domain of interaction
At perhaps the lowest level, an interface is embodied throughthe engagement of a mechanism. A
mechanismencapsulates the design principle by

Action

Fig, 1

f-. outcome
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A description encapsulates a history, both cultural andpersonal. As such, it is epistemologically
framed. As so framed, a description constrains the
manner in which a human might conceive the outcome of a mechanism. If, for instance, the mechanism is unfamiliar, one attempts to come up with
adescription by which thatmechanism
makes
sense. In other words, an attempt is made to come
up with a description which will explicate a valid
mapping of action to outcome.
Michel Foucault uses the
term
episteme to
describe the unfolding of such a frame (Foucault,
1970). An episteme denotes “the underlying, largely
hiddengroundson
which astatementor
claim
counts as knowledge during a particular period of
human history” (Colapietro, 1993: 99). Within the
context of thecurrent discussion, we could say
that an episteme defines the process by which the
outcome of a mechanism, within aninteraction,
comes to make sense through description (Fig. 2).
The episteme as open framework
An episteme can be either open or closed. As
closed, it is deeply coupled to the cultural/ technical
programaccording
to which themechanism
is
designed, and to the domain of interactions specified for that mechanism. As a consequence of this
coupling, the very epistemology which prefigures
the design of the mechanism determines, by virtue
of that very prefiguration, the descriptions according to which its outputs become distinguishable as

sensible unitsor ‘gestalts.’ Whendescriptionsare
fixed accordingtoa
well-understood history of
interactions (as is the case when using word processors or driving an automobile), ouractions and
descriptions themselves become effects of those
descriptions and of the episteme according to
which thosedescriptionsaremediated.In
such a
context, human action is couched within circumspective being.
By contrast, when understood as open, an episteme is no longer so deeply coupled to historical
frames. Rather, it becomes, in partat least, an
emergent frame, immanent in the very particularity
of the thoughts, actions, and descriptionsmade
with respect to a hypothesized object of interaction.
The historical frame which normally circumscribes
thedomain of interactionsappropriate to a particular task domain is disrupted. As a consequence,
new distinctions are allowed to come to the foreground, situating a newly contextualized task
domain. The episteme thus becomes porous, open
to input from the particularized situation (Fig. 3).
Composition of process as the composition of
interaction
The intentional disruption of task orientation constitutes an important aspect of creative problemposing and problem-solving. Artist Robert Morris
observes thatart-making is a form “of behavior
aimed at testing the limits and possibilities involved
in that particular interaction between one’s actions

Episterne

Action

Action

>- ,

Fig.2

>- ,

Fig.3.
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andthe materials of the environment” (Morris,
1970: 62) Painter Jackson Pollock exemplified this
approach to artmaking, laying the canvas flat on
the ground in order to re-engineer the behavior of
paint and of the bodily movements by which it is
appliedtothe
canvas. By recontextualizing the
working environment, Pollock sought to alter the
configuration of problems as they presented themselves for himself as a painter - to restructure the
mechanisms, and thereby the descriptive framework accordingto which painting process might
be exercised.
Similarly, many composers, from Cage to Stockhausen to Xenakis, have exercised various
approaches to the situation of ‘pre-compositional’
activity inorderto
be able to generate information-rich musical data and processes for composition. Electronic music constituted one example of
the application of this principle. While the use of
electronic means for producing music was not in
itself unprecedented - Theremin, along with
many others,had
already introduced electronic
instruments - thenotionthatthe
technological
problems of electronic music could become interchangeable with aesthetic problems was (Di Scipio,
1997). As Gottfried Michael Koenig pointed out,
technical problems in the studio prompted investigative procedures “which [translated]the musical
structure into a technical one” (Koenig, 1960: 53).
The particularity of a technology and the means
by which musical structuresmight be conceived
and realized were thus understood to be mutually
determinative. These efforts reinforced thenotion
that just as one might compose musical and acoustical materials per se, onemight also compose
aspects of the very task environment in which those
materials are composed.
Composition with computers
With the introduction of the computer, the design
possibilities of thetaskenvironmenthasbeen
greatly expanded. As Otto Laske has observed, the
computercanbeunderstood
as a tool which
extends a human’s self-referential activity intoan
allo-referential domain (Laske, 1980: 427). This is
becausethecomputer
forces “musiciansto focus
on the pro-active, ratherthan re-active, aspect of
their activity,[giving] themachance
to choose,

rather than suffer, their processes” (Laske, 1991:
236). For this reason,
[tlhecomputerhas
changed thepotential of
music theory since, for thefirst time, it has
given composers a tool for capturing their processes, and for articulating a theory of music
based on their knowledge of compositional
planning and problem solving [as distinct from
their knowledge of historical musical artifacts]
(Laske, 1989: 46).
Laske posited “rule-based” approaches to composition in which “thetask
environment (including
working memory) is cleansed of remnants of past
experience as much as possible, in order to begin
with a clean slate” (Laske, 1991: 240). Rule-based
approaches to composition allow the composer to
structureher/histaskenvironmentinorderto
short-circuitthedata-orientedmemorystructures
according to which human performance frequently
lapses intohabitual and historically determined
models and to instead focus onproceduralconcerns. This involves structuring the representations
and interfaces according to which tools are to be
fashioned in order to investigate “how ideas activate
and utilize reason, its objects and processes, in
order to get realized, and how they predispose an
agent to a specific approach” (Laske, 1991: 240).
This foregrounding of representation and interaction exhibits semioticcomportment in that it
views music composition as a task that is as much
concerned with thetheories and procedures by
which musical artifacts might be generated as it is
with the actual generation of those artifacts. Rather
than being deterministically coupled to a fixed or
naturalorder,thecomputer
is understoodasa
tool for situatingdomains of interaction whose
ordering structure is immanent within the particularity of human activity. Historical and cultural
frames can now be foregrounded and ‘bracketed,’
allowing composers “to choose, rather than suffer,
their processes.”
Taking this approach, we could say that composers are researchers in, and theorists of, interaction.
Koenig’s PROJECT 1, for instance, posited an interface in which, given a set of rules, a composer is
asked to “find the music.” Musical form was understood as a “strategy” by which the basic conditions
for compositionare established, ratherthanthe
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details of a particular musical work (Koenig, 1991:
176). Inother words,itwas
concerned with the
“procedural” asmuch as the “declarative”dimension
of compositional activity (Laske, 1989). For Koenig,
this meant “generalizing formal relationships, which
was at variance with the common practice ofexpressing musical ideals as concrete musical forms”
(Koenig, 1991: 176).
In a somewhat parallel fashion, Koenig’s SSP
was concerned with thealgorithmiccomposition
of sound itself. This constituted a marked departure
from the model-based approaches to sound design
found in so-called ‘sound synthesis’ practice (Berg
et al., 1980). In SSP, sound was conceived as patterns of amplitudes, a descriptive framework which
could account for individual sounds using precisely
thealgorithmsthat
it uses in composing entire
compositions.
Paul Berg’s PILE was also concerned with the
algorithmic composition of sound, as opposed to
synthesis using acoustical models (Berg, 1987).
Here, as in SSP, the use of the computer is utterly
compelled by an imperative wherein one might
“hear that which could not be heard without the
computer, to think thatwhich would not be thought
without thecomputer, and to learnthat which
would not
be
learned
without thecomputer”
(Berg, 1987:161).
Thecomputer
is no longer
merely a convenient tool for synthesizing and modeling natural phenomena (musical instruments and
the like), but one for formulating explicitly humanmade and artficial phenomena. Toward this end,
PILE understood sound design as a programming
task, where a single program constitutes the entire
sonic structure of a composition, from the lowest
level microstructure of sound to the highest level
musical syntax.
Herbert Brun articulates a similar sympathy for
the computer as a tool for the design of artificial
systems (Brun, 1969). In his composition Znfruudibles, for instance, small pieces of waveforms were
joined together through a variety of operations in
orderto form larger waveforms and, eventually,
patterns of evolvingwaveforms. By this means,
“the composer is able to control the infrastructures
of the event, formingsoundsjust as precisely as
the macro events of his composition” (Brun, 1969:
117). Briin’s Sawdust was similarly concerned with
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thecomposition of waveforms in which musical
structures were created “through the interaction of
composer-specified waveforms with each other via
predetermined
algorithms”
(Grossman,
1987:
21 8). Composing waveforms through a variety of
combinations of basic operations on short
sequences of digital samples allowed the composer
to conceive musical signals asa consequence of
choices made by a human being acting within a system of her/his own design. As Brun understood it,
“only artificial systems will clearly show that they
have been elected by choice, thus implying the
intended rejection of other, equally possible, yes,
even equally reasonable systems” (Brun, 1969: 119).
Other,more recent, projects manifest asimilar
understanding of the computer as semiotic. In the
following discussion I describe, in some detail, two
such projects. Both projects are designed for software sound synthesis and musical composition.
Moreover, both projects implement, each in a different way, some notion of non-linear chaotic systems. One project does thisthroughnon-linear
instruction-based synthesis, using self-modifling
programs, while theother does thisthroughthe
use of a physically based model of an analog system. Nevertheless, both projects understandthe
problem of human/computer interaction as a context for the projection of heretofore unrealizable
notions of music composition and performance.
Each such system focuses on a particular aspect of
human
performance,
casting
that
performance
within the context of unfamiliar, though highly
articulated, notions of interaction, in an effort to
transformthe basis upon which action and outcome are interrelated.
Case study #1: The Ivory Tower Program
Ivory Tower is a real-time sound synthesis and
music composition system developed by the composer Kirk Corey (Corey, 1997) along lines similar
to PILE. It is a program plus a basic hardware configuration targeted for low-cost IntelPCs which
reflects the composer’s own idiosyncratic approach
tocomposition through the specification of nonlinear feedback systems (Corey,1992). With Ivory
Tower, acomposer
designs entire compositions
through the specification of small chunks of program code and their interactions. In these systems,
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musical patterns arise from the interaction of component structures, the overall organization of which
is entirely deterministic (there are norandom or
stochastic processes involved). Corey describes
these systems as autopoietic in that the structure of
their behavior arises solely from the interaction of
their components and not from externally defined
data (Corey, 1997: 8 1). As is the case in PZLE,
with Ivory Tower the program alone explicates the
composition: there is no input data.
The software interface for Ivory Tower is comprised of a set oftext fields (or as we will call
them ‘subroutine bins’) in which thecomposer
types in sequences of assembly language opcodes.
These sequences of opcodes are executed immediately: the composer does not have to recompile the
system. Among the opcodes that are
specified in
each of the eight subroutine bins are those which
generate changes in the accumulator. The least significant eight bits of the accumulator are sent to
theprinterportonce
after each iteration of the
control loop. Printer port outputs are sent to individual audio inputs of an audio mixer: each 1-bit
output signal path of the printer port becomes one
of eight inputs to the mixer. The input levels of the
mixer are attenuated in order to bring the voltage
level down to within line level range. The result is
eight input channels of audio mixed down to two
output channels (Fig. 4).
Waveforms arecreatedthroughthe
toggling on
and off of states within each of the eight bit positions of theaccumulator (whose value is sent to
the printer port oncefor every iteration of the program loop). By toggling states on and off within a

m.
printer port

Fig. 4.

particular channel, rectangular waveforms with
varying cycles (and thus frequency) behaviors are
generated. Response from the system is in realtime, so the composer is able to observe the results
of an action immediately after making it.
In addition to toggle instructions, the composer
mightenterinstructions
which change the cycle
period for the various subroutine bins. Changing
the cycle period of aparticularsubroutinebin
effectively changes the rate at which the instructions
defined for that bin are fired. If, for instance, the
cycle period is 11, then that subroutine bin is fired
once every eleventh iteration of the loop. By dynamically changing cycle periods for subroutine
bins, one changes thetimespansaccordingto
which patterns of accumulator values are toggled,
thus effecting various kinds of acoustical behavior.
Another, related, type of instruction is that which
makes changes to the period mask. Theperiod
mask is tagged to thecyclic period in that it defines
a mask through which the period cycle is filtered
(using a bitwise AND operation) before its value is
determined. So, for instance, if the period cycle is
4 (bitwise 100) and the period mask is 15 (bit-wise
111I), then the filtered period cycle remains 4: the
position ofthe bit ‘1’ in theperiod cycle corresponds to the position of a ‘1’ in the mask.
Finally, thecomposermightenterinstructions
which modify other instructions, either within that
samesubroutine bin, or within othersubroutine
bins. Thisintroduces
thenotion
of interaction
amongsubroutine bins, a result of which is that
“any change in one instruction in one [subroutine
bin] may propagate throughout all the [subroutine
of unfolding of
bins], changing theentirecourse
the sounds” (Corey, 1997: 86). Through this use of
self-modifying code, the degree of complexity
moves up to a higherlevel of abstraction. Low-level
perturbations within the organization of a system
can now propagate into its highest level of organization. The composer may now observe the consequences of herlhis choices as they unfold over
potentially long durations of time.
The acoustical results which obtain from the use
of Ivory Tower exhibit a broad range of behaviors,
from apparentlyrandompatterns
ofevents and
dense timbres, to sequences of utterredundancy
(often the system may fix on a single waveform, or
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even DC offset for a long period of time). While
using the basic operations and changeable period
masks might generate waveforms and higher level
event sequences, the introduction of self-modifjling
code allows for composition across a wide range of
temporal levels: from the level of the waveform to
that of an entire composition.
In this regard, Ivory Tower can be understood as a
system for composition by non-linear instruction.
In this case, the programs don’t model a particular
non-linear system: they themselves are non-linear
systems.
Case study #2: synthesis by a physically based
‘chaotic’ model
Taking a different approach, h o o k Choi has investigated use of a chaotic oscillator based on Chua’s
circuit (Chua, 1993; Kennedy, 1993) in the computational synthesis of sound(Choi,
1997, 1993;
Mayer-Kresse et al., 1993). Typically, sound synthesis technique employs patchingorother
waysof
combining different signal generators: complexity
is generated through an accretion of interacting signal generators (Choi, 1993: 2). With Chua’s circuit,
however, the complexity of a signal is encoded
within a single signal generator. Output signals
range in complexity from simple periodic sinusoidal signals to complex non-periodic signals.
Chua’s circuit is an analog system which is comprised of a small number of elements which, nevertheless, results in a wide range of characteristic
behaviors. The dynamics of this system is defined
by a set of threeordinary differential equations
plus a nonlinear hnction. A digital simulation of

Fig. 5
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the circuit has been implemented aspart of an
interactive sound synthesis software system running
on an SGI (Bargar et al., 1994). Here, the simulated circuit is understood as an acoustical signal
generator with seven parameters, each of which
relate to the modeled circuit. These parameters are:
1. C1 (capacitor 1)
2. C2 (capacitor 2)
3. L (an inductor)
4. R (a resistor)
5 . RO (an added resistor)
6. BP1 (non-linear resister breakpoint)
7. BP2 (non-linear resister breakpoint)
The relationship between the values of these
parameters and thestate of the systemis nontrivial. Experimental research involves varying any
of the six components and observing the resulting
output signal. Observation of the output signal is
less evaluative than itis informative: the signal is
understoodasatrace
of thestate of the system
and, as such, can assist the observer inframing
hypotheses regarding the system’s behavior.
Two different interface tools, which form a part
of the NCSA Sound Server (Bargar et al., 1994),
assist in this research. One such tool constitutes a
bank of sliders, each one of which represents the
range of voltages to be applied to the simulated
component (Fig. 5 ) (Choi, 1993: 13). This interface
permits investigation of the effect which changes of
a single componentcan have on the behavior of
the system. Such investigation provides valuable
initial experience in learningthe behavior of the
system even if it does not necessarily permit compositionally relevant hypotheses. With such an inter-
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face, thecomposercan
begin to understandthe
part each component plays in the overall behavior
of the system and, as such, forms for her/himself a
framework for higher level investigations.
Such higher level investigations are enabled
through a second interfacetool. This tool is a manifold interface (herein referred to asthe ‘manifold
controller’, or MC) for graphical navigation of
multi-dimensional spaces within a CAVE environment (Fig. 6) (Choi et al., 1995). Three navigation
concepts are employed within Manifold Controller:
1. phasespace
2. path space
3. window space.
Phase space refers to an n-dimensional Euclidean
space in which points define n-tuples which correspond to states (parameters) within the underlying
system. The phase space defines all of the possible
combinations of parameter values constitutinga
system or algorithm (Choi et al., 1995: 387). Path
space refers to the possible trajectories that can be
taken within the phase space. A path, as such, is a
mapping from a time interval [O,tMax]to the phase
space. The Window space “defines how athreedimensional visual representation is embedded in
thehigh-dimensionalphasespace”(Choi
et al.,
1995: 385). It constitutes a 3-dimensional graphical
display representation of the phase space. A window
constitutesagraphical
display in which state is
changed through the movement a pointing device
(such asawandor3-dimensional
space-ball).
Movement of the cursor within the window defines
changes in state within the window space.
An arbitrary number of window spaces can be
linked to thephase
space. Each window space
defines a set of parameterattributesthat
form a
subset of thetotalattributes
possible within the
phase space. The subset of attributes is designated
through the choosing of a set of points within the
phase space that are relevant to a particular desired
investigation. Once a window space has been constructed, a composer defines paths within the window space by moving a cursor around within the
3-dimensional representation which constitutes the
window space. That trajectory is mapped to the Ndimensionalphasespacethroughthe
useof
a

Fig. 6.

genetic algorithm.’ The cursor position in the window space at any one moment maps to an n-tuple
point within the phase space. A window space, as
such, delineates a method for generating and modifying classes of paths, and thus constitutes a view
into the phase space.
When interacting with the Chua circuit simulation, a composer may, with the Manifold Controller, explore thestatespace
of that simulation. A
composer begins by constructing different windows
into the phase space (which defines the state space
of the circuit simulation). Thens/he constructs
paths (trajectories) within those windows in order
to investigate the various acoustical outputs generated. Regions within a window, whose mapped
acoustical behaviors are of interest to the composer, can be explored, with pathstracingthose
explorations being saved for later use. Paths
become gesture notationsthat can be saved for
later synthesis within larger compositional frameworks at which timeother tools may be used in
the facilitation of furtherexperimentation
and
composition (Choi et al., 1995: 389).
Through the construction of windows and paths,
composer
a
delineates a set of strategies for

‘Space does not permit a discussion of this particular mapping; see (Choi et al., 1995, p. 38388) for more details.
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iors can be investigated and integrated into higherlevel compositionalformalisms.Again,through
interaction, a composer not only produces interesting sounds; slhe also becomes knowledgeable
about how those sounds are understood as traces
of particular
a
phase
space. This knowledge
empowers the composer to construct higher
level
musical
patterns
based
on
observed
mappings
between particular phase and path spaces and the
resulting signals.
In such an environment, one composes not only
musical artifacts, but also thevery context in which
those artifacts are understood as relevant traces of
aparticulararticulatedinteraction.The
episteme
accordingto which musicalsignalscometo
be
comprehended is no longerdetermined
purely
through historical referencing agents. Rather, itis
emergentwithintheparticular
activity through
which a composer frames hypotheses regarding the
sonic and musical organization
of a signal. Through
such an emergent framework, the episteme arises
Discussion
Each of the projects just described situate a domainwithin the context of particular descriptions made,
and particular actionstaken,
in relationtoa
of interaction in which notions of structureand
process arise within an emergent frame.With Ivory hypothesized mechanism. As such, it is no longer
Ewer, for instance, a composer can, at first,
only strictly constrained by cultural and methodological
make guesses as to how an action might effect the notions of a mechanism, and the domain of interunderlying mechanism. The nature of the outcome actions appropriate toits use.
is dependent upon the nature of the actions taken.
The composition of music interaction
Aftera while,however, and with greaterexperience, systemic integrities begin to emerge - integ- A composer thus enters into a mode of interaction
rities whichreveal themselves both as acoustical that has semiotic comportment. No longer bound,
structuresand as knowledge structures according through immutable “function-relations,” to already
existing referents, the object of interaction takes on
to which one understands those acoustical structures as traces of an unfolding systematic organiza- a playful relation with respect to which, as a signifition. One learns about the system one is construct- er, it represents objects ina world. Ratherthan
ing by observing the sonic results as traces of the being arbitrarily fixed to signified elements through
behavior of that system. For instance, as the conse- equally arbitrary and restrictive function-relations,
quence of a series of toggle instructions in Ivory therelationship of theobject of interaction (the
Tower, a square wave has, by virtue of the ‘strange- ‘signifier’) to the object(s) it signifies can be playness’ of the action taken to produce it, a new sig- h l l y rendered. This is done through the composinificancenot afforded thesquare wave produced tion of interface agents (graphical objects as well
through use of a black box within the analog studio. as more deeply structured task environment princiIt is no longer merely a square wave:itis also a ples) in which thedenotativeandmetaphoric
mapping of a pattern of on/off states within a com- dimension is muted. Accordingly, the objects and
principles involved in theprojection of an interputer memory.
Similarly, with the Manifold Controller and action, rather than referencing already existing and
Chua’s synthesis instrument, a composer specifies well-known performance practices, orient patterns
interfaces with respect to which particular behav- of action and description that introduce
new and

exploration which becomethebasis for real-time
‘performances’, through which performances
a
composerconstructsand
assembles materialsfor
composition. In this sense, herlhis explorations are
similartothat
which amusicianmakes
with
respect to a musical instrument. Earlier on in the
investigative process,
one
might
make initial
explorations of the system through the manipulation of single parameters using the sliders interface.
Through use of the Manifold Controller, one gains
what might be referred to as anintuitive orientation
by which a correlation between action (the physical
movement withinthe window space, thedelineation of windows and paths) and outcome can be
hypothesized. As with a standard musical instrument,one discovers variousintegritiesand
feedback principles through performance and practice.
Unlike astandardinstrument,themapping
of
action to mechanism can be explicitly structured.
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less well-known problem-domain concepts. Interaction becomes ameans
by which a problem
domain is effectively extended, rather than a means
by which it is appropriated in the accomplishment
of a particular desired goal.
Inthis mode, acomposernot
only produces
musical artifacts (i.e., ‘pieces’, ‘sounds’, etc.) - s/he
also producesatheory
of “model-making” with
respect to which thoseartifactsareimagined,
designed, and realized (Kristeva, 1986: 17). By
enabling thecomposition of interface agents, the
computer empowers acomposer in shapingthe
epistemological environment in which compositional “strategies” (to use Koenig’s term) are engineered.
A domain of interaction is delineated. Such a
domain of interactionorientsthecomposerin
structuringcompositionalprocedureasaset
of
tasks by which musical artifactsaregenerated.
Artifactsincludesoundsand
musical patternsas
well as descriptive frameworks by which the composer understands those musical artifacts as traces
of particular processes and interactions (Fig. 7).
Those traces impinge upon the experience of the
listener: the musical artifact itself becomes a kind
of‘interface.’ Listening is one way in which an
observer encounters it. As Kunst (1 976) elaborately
details, listening canbe modeled asthediscernment of differences througha process of “learninghnlearning.”A composer shapes and structures
the unfolding of such a process, and is as such inter-

Fig. I .

ested in generating cognitive frames within which
musical patterns playfully reference choices made
within a system. Precisely how the composer sets
this up is conditioned by the notion of task environment in which s/he works (Laske, 1991, 1989).
When empowered to participate in the shaping of
that environment, thecomposerreconditionsthe
mannerin
which otherwise historically framed
notions of materials and process are engendered.
Within the context of that reframing, the composer
is able to imagine and implement musical processes
that might not otherwise occur to her/him (Laske,
1992).

CONCLUSION

A composer makes traces of processes by which
abstract ideas are concretized according to particular performances and interactions vis a task environment. The computer is a valuable tool in such
an endeavor, since it enables thecomposition of
interfaces and representations according to which
musical problems may be formulated and solved.
Consequently, the
nature
of the
relationship
between human and machine is transformed such
that the human is no longer merely a “user” in the
sense that the carpenter is the “user” of a hammer,
but rather is a participant in a “game” of hermeneutic significance. This is because, the computer is
itself a tool for the construction of tools - tools
with which onemight
generate epistemological
frameworks for imagining and solving problems of
compositional significance. Like Pollock laying the
canvas flat on the ground in order to effect a new
way of interacting with his materials, the composer
is empowered to playfully experiment in the elaboration of her/his relationship with acoustical and
musical materials, and with compositionalprocedure itself
In this paper, I have attempted to foreground the
epistemological dimension of human/computer
interaction in order to argue that it is precisely in
this capacity that the computer becomes a valuable
tool for problem-oriented tasks like music composition. In unfolding thisargument,
1 began by
describing the manner in which culturally and historically determined representational environments
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constrainhumanactionanddescriptionin
ways
that are not always obvious, or even apparent. Having tools which allow for the explicit formulation
and investigation of therepresentationsandthe
interactions which encapsulatethoseconstraints,
however, ahuman
is empowered to shapethe
occurring of her/his experience. As a tool for the
articulationand investigation ofone’s own processes, the computer is more than merely a ‘device’
- it becomes an agentinthefashioning
of the
very structures of representation by which one is
oriented in thought and action.
Forcomposers,such
an understanding of the
computer as tool invites a speculative attitude
regarding the nature of musical articulation - an
attitude which understands
compositional
procedureasthatin
which “thecontemporary relevance and significance of the composition should
be achieved, not by appealing to existing means of
understanding music, butrather by creating new
means for musical understanding” (Briin, 1970).
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